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G 100°C
Guglielmi presents the new sink mixer,
the small daily luxury which offers more
comfort and saves time and money.
BOILING WATER AT 100 °C
G 100 °C is not just a tap: in addition to
the traditional supply of hot, cold and
mixed water, also boiling water is available with an outlet temperature of 100 °C.
HANDLE LED
The handle, which actions the opening
of the boiling water, is equipped with a
red LED which is lighting every time the
handle is opened.
SECURITY
The handle is equipped with an intelligent security function, as it returns automatically in the closed position once you
leave the handle. For the security of the
whole family.
ECO SUSTAINABILTY
Guglielmi does not forget about importance of eco sustainability: G 100 °C
saves the environment with the correct
water supply without any wastage.
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G PURA®
Guglielmi presents the new sink mixer,
the small daily luxury which offers more
comfort and saves time and money.
STILL OR SPARKLING WATER
G Pura® is not just a tap: in addition to
the traditional supply of hot, cold and
mixed water, also pure water, so drinking
water, is available, still or sparkling.
HANDLE LED
The handle, which actions the opening of
the still and sparkling water, is equipped
with LED light which changes the colour: turning up the handle, the led lights
green supplying sparkling water; turning down the handle, the led lights blue
supplying still water.
SECURITY
The handle is equipped with an intelligent security function, as it returns automatically in the closed position once
you leave the handle, taking care about
the saving.
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INNOVATIVE FILTER
The new mixer has an innovative filter,
holding back chlorine and lime and,
thanks to the sparkling water maker, tap
water becomes drinking water, for all flavours of the family.
ECO SUSTAINABILTY
Guglielmi does not forget about the importance of eco sustainability: G Pura®
saves the environment with the correct
water supply without any wastage and
eliminates the use of plastic bottles.
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